By means of a new concept of the Hydrogen atomic structure [where the electron of the Hydrogen is considered not as a non-dimensional object revolving around the atomic nucleus in a field of central forces, but as a three-dimensional electromagnetic spherical standing wave concentrically superimposed on the electromagnetic standing wave of the proton] we can obtain a new periodic classification of the elements. Up till now, chemistry has considered atoms to be made up of sub-shells with 2, 6, 10, 14 electrons and currently, the great number of electrons (14) in sub-shells f creates some problems in the formation of the sixth and seventh periods. Instead in this paper we will only consider sub-shells with 2, 6, 10 electrons, to achieve a better ordering of the heavy metals. Hence, Ni, Pd, and Yb have been drawn up in columns in the new periodic classification of elements, and Ytterbium could be proposed as a testing material in the cold fusion experiments. Moreover many new theoretical (albeit unsteady) electromagnetic wave-lengths of Hydrogen Spectrum appear.
Introducation
A new concept of the Hydrogen atomic structure (where the Hydrogen electron is considered not as a non-dimensional object revolving around the atomic nucleus in a field of central forces, but as a three-dimensional electromagnetic (e.m.) spherical standing wave concentrically superimposed on the e.m. standing wave of the proton) has been previously considered in (Bellotti, 2011) .
Since the e.m. standing waves have a defined angular frequency ω γ , then the wave equation can be written as: 
where:
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ψ is a function defined in polar coordinates ( r, θ, φ ); t is time and c is the speed of light.
In (Bellotti, 2011 ) the following results were demonstrated:
Where: E is the energy of the e.m. standing wave; ω γ is the angular frequency of the e.m. standing wave and 0 k a   is wave number; a 0 is the radius of the first nodal surface of the electron, considered to be an e.m.
spherical standing wave. 
with the following values of A l ( where l = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) 
We can verify that for l = 0 the R 0 ( r ) equation meets the boundary condition a 0 R 0 ( a 0 ) = 0 even when the wave 
The Periodic Classification of the Elements
Using the symbol ns the sub-shells s joined to the principal quantum number n can be defined. For every sub-shell ns correspond the functions
that vanish for r = a 0 and that affirm the condition j = n. Then the 
and, according to equation 21 of (Bellotti, 2009 ), the total sub-shell energy E l,j that corresponds to each jth-root a l,j of the R l (r) shown in (7) is:
If all the w l eigenvectors of a given (l, j) sub-shell have the same energy E l,j * , then from (10) we have: 
Where w l ( with l = 0, 1, 2, 3,... ) are the number of equations present in the sub-shells l.
Now by substituting the function   l w r in place of r, within the R l (r) shown in (7), we obtain the functions   Figure 1 where the energies E * l,j of the sub-shells increase in accordance with the following sequence (13):
Thus, each shell associated to the principal quantum number n is formed by the sequence of the sub-shells ns, np, nd, np 2 , ns R w r , whose associated eigenvector is R 3 ( 5r ). Now, sub-shell 1f has an energy greater than the energy of sub-shell 1s 2 ; then also sub-shell 1d 2 must have an energy greater than the energy of sub-shell 1s 2 . Hence, the fourth root of function   * 2 2 R w r does not have any corresponding energy value. In accordance with the fractals form of the superposition of the e.m. standing waves (Bellotti 2011, 370) , we presume a filling up of each shell relative to the principal quantum numbers n = 1, 2, 3,... in accordance with sub-shell sequence (13) and in order to generate Table 1. In Table 1 there are only the s, p, d sub-shells. Therefore, we have to draw a graph (Figure 2 ) in order that the sub-shells in Table 1 , the ninth the sub-shell 6s 2 . On the other hand, for each shell related to the principal quantum number n, the number of roots of the functions R 1 ( jr ) within the interval [ 0, a 0 ] for sub-shell np ( l = 1 ) must be equal to 2n; those for sub-shell nd ( l = 2 ) must be equal to 3n. For sub-shell 5s 2 we have shown the position of the eighth root that coincides with 8s; sub-shell 5p 2 will have five roots more when compared to 5s 2, (that is 13); sub-shell 4p 2 will, instead, have 11 roots [ in fact the hypothetical sub-shell 4s 2 ( that does not exist ) coincides with 7s and we have to consider 7 + 4 = 11 roots for sub-shell 4p 2 ]. Sub-shell 6s 2 coincides with the position 9s and so will have 9 roots; instead sub-shell 6p 2 will have six roots more, namely, 15 roots.
Now it is possible to generate Table 2 Table II , and all these numbers j of roots coincide with the jth-root a l,j position of the functions   * l l R w r . Now we can order the sub-shells shown in Table 2 according to the increasing energies E l,j * shown in Figure 2 and begin building Table  III . Through tests, we can check that, for Hydrogen atom, the frequencies ν (23) 10 Hz
where: Vol. 4, No. 3; 2012 All the values of the Physical constants are taken from (Jordan, 1988) . (14) is in accordance with the following equation (15), that was obtained from (9), (10) 
Calculation of the Spectral Wave Lengths of Hydrogen
Now we can calculate all the wave-lengths of the Hydrogen spectrum by using the following formula (18) of first approximation, derived from (14) (White, 1934) :
where: R ∞ = 1.097 373 12(11) 10 7 m -1 .
n A 2 , n B 2 are the values shown in the last column of Table 3 .
They correspond to the B  A transition. Table 5 shows the most important wavelength that could form the Hydrogen spectrum. But in equation (18) a greater number of Hydrogen spectrum rows were computed compared to the fundamental ones obtained in Quantum Mechanics. This result has to be confirmed by means of a dynamic experimental check. In fact, in all induced mechanical vibrations, the contribution of high order eigenvectors vanishes quickly and only the main eigenvectors, that correspond to the spectrum rows joined to l=0 (s sub-shells), are present in the stationary state. As in Quantum Mechanics, now the whole values of n A 2 (see Table 3 ) correspond to l = 0. Hence, we can obtain the normal rows of emission spectrum of Hydrogen by equation (18) . On the other hand, spectrum rows joined to l =1 ( p sub-shells) and to l =2 (d sub-shells), that correspond to the non-whole n A 2 values, are present only in the transient of Hydrogen atoms excitation. But the presence of either a transient or a stationary state can only be justified when it is possible to consider each Hydrogen atom as a continuous function of energy in a space domain; in other words: when each Hydrogen atom can be considered as an e.m. standing wave. And this condition complies to the fundamental hypothesis of this article. Of course this approach allows for the quantization of energy, since the wave equation eigenvectors can take on different discrete values of energy (see Figure 2 ).
Then it seems that the traditional idea, i.e. the rows of atomic emission spectra are produced by quantum jumps of the electrons between two different energy levels, has to be formulated in a different way. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have considered the electron of Hydrogen as a three-dimensional e.m. spherical standing wave concentrically superimposed onto the e.m. standing wave of the proton. By hypothesizing a fractals form for the Hydrogen structure, it was possible to obtain a new periodic classification of the elements. Up till now, chemistry has considered atoms to be made up of sub-shells with 2, 6, 10, 14 electrons and, currently, the great number of electrons, 14, in sub-shells f creates some problems in the formation of the sixth and seventh periods. Instead, in this paper we considered only sub-shells with 2, 6, 10 electrons, to achieve a better ordering of the heavy metals. Then Ni, Pd, and Yb have been drawn up in columns in the new periodic classification of the elements. So it is possible to propose Ytterbium for the cold fusion experiments. Moreover, in accordance with Milan Perkovac's analysis (Perkovac, 2010) , we obtained many fast decaying new theoretical e.m. wave-lengths of Hydrogen Spectrum. Do any appropriate tests exist for validating this? If so, the proposed approach to Hydrogen atomic structure (a superposition of the e.m. spherical standing waves of electron and proton) will have made a worthy experimental contribution. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that equations (7) are solutions of either the wave equation (1) (being applied to the Hydrogen atom) or the dynamic bi-Laplacian equation (Bellotti, 2009 ) that analyses the Hydrogen nuclear properties. Could this mathematical link be used in establishing a theory of cold fusion?
